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Welcome to our August Newsletter!

Less Is More (so don’t be so hard on yourself!)
I’ve found lockdown to be a really tough period of my life and whilst I’m definitely craving
some sort of normality, I’m also quite aware the country isn’t out of the woods just yet.
My wife and I have felt the pressure to conduct as much home schooling as possible to
resemble a regular school day for our children. It’s easier said than done and whilst it
seemed possible in the first few weeks of lockdown, we soon realised sticking to this
routine just wasn’t achievable and we physically didn’t have the time or resources to do
so.
We found it especially hard home schooling Abi, now aged eight, who benefits from oneon-one support within school. This was never going to be matched at home, with all the
other aspects of life us parents must juggle. Knowing the importance of repetition with
regards to maximising what children with Down syndrome can learn was a further
challenge for us to replicate.
But one day, the penny dropped and the ‘less is more’ stance became our essential
ingredient to getting through lockdown. This was a game changer and I hope that if you
are reading this and can relate in any way, that you learn not to be so hard on yourself!
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We went back to basics and focused largely on building on Abi’s sentences and
developing her maths skills. We did very short sessions spread out over the course of a
day, incorporating them into regular events like mealtimes (counting plates and cutlery)
and talking through the next activity whilst she was on the loo! We did away with a more
formal classroom setting, for the most part.
Abi’s brother and sister got involved too and whilst we can’t compare this to the learning
and development received in the school environment, this approach has worked for us
and been largely positive. Further to this, we have also had to teach ourselves that having
free time to play, explore and be bored can also be beneficial to our children’s learning
and development.
It is this point of less is more I wanted to share in this newsletter, outside of the learning
conducted through school and DEx. Perhaps you have your own hints and tips that work
for you that you would like to share with the group? Please feel free to reach out to myself
or any member of the team as they are likely to be valuable to our whole community.
All the best
James

Arrangements for the Autumn Term at DEx and Sundial
Hello dear DEx families and the DEx community. As you know, we have all been working
so hard to sustain and continue meaningful delivery and support from Downright Excellent
throughout the pandemic.
This is very important to help our children and young people continue to progress and
achieve; to maintain friendships and prevent isolation and to assist families to develop
their child’s skills to ‘maximise their potential’.
At present, we have very little idea of how and when we will be able to use Sundial this
term (see ‘News from Sundial’ below). Also, the development of the pandemic remains
uncertain and some families may not want to travel. All this is impacting our plans for the
autumn – but we can assure you we will be flexible and respond to changing situations
and keep everyone informed. We also aim to continue delivering top quality sessions and
have several ideas for keeping sessions and activities fresh and interesting.
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Meanwhile, here are our plans for September - December...
Contributions:



Family contributions will be set at £195 for a whole term package, as they were for
the summer term; there are always more weeks in the autumn term – hence the
higher amount (which is exactly the same as the 2019 rate).



On a trial basis, this term we are introducing the option for families to pay their
contributions monthly over the four months of the autumn term (£48.75 per month,
Sept - Dec). Families will need to set up a standing order with their banks for these
regular payments and must undertake to pay DEx the full amount as your
contributions are 20% of the budget. It’s quick and easy to do – you just contact
your bank and tell them DEx’s bank details and the amount to be paid. Please let
Georgia know if you intend to take up this option.



Do not feel embarrassed if you would struggle to pay this and/or struggle to pay it
all at once. Please contact Georgia or Ann if you wish to discuss your situation.
We want every child to continue to benefit from DEx and we are aware that the
pandemic has affected some families badly. All current individual arrangements
will continue as before.

Timetables:
Tweens:
Sessions will remain online for the whole autumn term – Sandra will email or WhatsApp
the timetables as usual.
Children Under 10 Years Old:
September Friday 11th & Saturday 12th DEx autumn term starts – all September sessions
will be online – this won’t change. Your timetable will be emailed to you. Please contact
Beth if you don’t receive it.
October:
There is a possibility DEx may be able to return to very restricted use of Sundial – using
3 rooms upstairs only for no-touch face-to-face sessions and no entry to downstairs.
This means there will be no activities at all nor socialising. High levels of social distancing
will be in place, PPE and ultra-sanitising will be the rule.
This would mean just a few children coming to Sundial each week – taking it in turns on a
rota basis through the month. Each week, the children not at Sundial will receive online
sessions as they do now.
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Alternatively, DEx may have to remain online all of October.
November – December:
Restricted use of Sundial for a few families each week while the rest are online OR all
online.
We have a vision of ‘beyond the pandemic’ when DEx activities will return to normal or be
even better than before but, until then, this is a huge challenge for everyone and we will all
continue to do our utmost to support each and every one of the DEx family. Please let us
know when more support is needed.

News from Sundial
The centre has been closed since lockdown and opened again on 11th August for two
days each week – Tuesdays and Thursdays. Currently, during those mornings, one
elderly person is in the building at a time – upstairs for chiropody appointments. In the
afternoons, 8 people attend sessions such as art or relaxation. This is all that is happening
and currently, Sundial management are seeing what works with social distancing and
deep cleaning. The Community Café is not open.
Towards the second week of September, we will be told more about what might be
possible at Sundial on Fridays and Saturdays and what regulations must be in place –
restricted use and upstairs only etc has already been indicated. In the middle of October,
Day Care clients will start returning to Sundial on a limited basis and this may prevent DEx
from going back in October.
So, we must wait to see how Sundial could be used this term and much will depend on
how the pandemic unfolds and to what extent Sundial can be made safe for the elderly
residents and for DEx. Meanwhile, DEx will continue to deliver top quality learning
sessions while monitoring achievements and providing ‘social’ interaction, consultations
and as much support as we possibly can.

Advance notice – ‘Teams’ taking over from Zoom
Our new Microsoft email package, kindly set up by Octopus and our Georgia, not only
means that DEx emails will never go into your Spam again, but includes the video
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conferencing platform called Teams. We will be swapping over to Teams in September
because Zoom is quite expensive but Teams is free and very efficient.
As with Zoom, it will be a simple link to connect with your sessions and Octopus has again
offered to share guidelines and have tech support available for any families who have
queries or are uncertain about using Teams.
We will keep you informed so everyone will be set to go on the 11th and 12th September
– which is when the autumn term starts.

Fundraising
Standing Orders for Grandma! – Thoughts from a Grandma
When time permits, I help Ann with
fundraising for DEx and during lockdown
have been writing bids to small trust funds.
It is very hard at the moment as these
trusts are inundated with applications and
seem to prefer to support charities
providing ‘front line’ services in the Covid19 era. We are lucky if we hear back from
any of these trusts.
At present, DEx is in desperate need of
funding, especially as two large funding
streams are about to come to an end. I am
sure I am not alone in expressing how
much we want DEx to continue to run for
the foreseeable future. So, this is my plea
to urge you, your friends and families to
consider setting up a standing order to help
sustain the longevity of Downright
Excellent.
I currently have a £20 a month standing order but no matter how much you can contribute,
be it £5 or £10 – every little helps. Currently, DEx has only 11 standing orders in place. If
there were another 40 at £20 per month this would mean an annual income of almost
£10,000. 80 would mean £20,000 and so on. To give you some context, DEx requires
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£220,000 per year to run.
So, if you or your family or friends can, please consider setting up a standing order to
ensure the future of DEx and please share this with your loved ones.
With love
Jen
Please email Georgia on georgia@downrightexcellent.com or Ann on
ann@downrightexcellent.com to set up your standing order or for any fundraising
questions or ideas.

World Photography Day
August 19th was World Photography Day and to celebrate we asked the Tweens to share
their favourite photos with us! A huge thank you to Ruhee and Harshi and their families for
getting involved – we are sharing their favourite photos with you to brighten up this
month’s newsletter!
It was difficult to pick as there were a few photos to choose from, but interestingly both
photos were taken in the same country…
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Here is Ruhee on holiday in Halong-Bay, Vietnam. This is her favourite photo because it
reminds her of how much fun she had rafting on holiday. It makes Ruhee feel extremely
happy.
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This is Harshi on holiday in Vietnam in 2019 eating her favourite food – rice! This is a
much-loved photo of Harshi’s because she and her family found a restaurant that served
naturally occurring rice in different colours! The photo makes her feel extremely delighted
and hungry!
Please look out for more competitions you can get involved with in coming newsletters.

Newsflash


We are sadly coming to the end of our three-year partnership with Octopus. They
have been a phenomenal support and we will miss them terribly. They have kindly
put together our video message of thanks and you can watch it yourself by clicking
here.



Are you claiming all the benefits you are entitled to during the pandemic? Even on
furlough or if earning or paying a mortgage, you may still be able to claim – call
Citizen’s Advice (CAB). Also, mention your child with a disability. If CAB don’t
know the answer, they will tell you who to contact.
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Fundraising - DEx Needs You!
Don’t Let DEx Disappear – It is down to all of us…
Hi everyone
We are still writing as many bids as we can and approaching new corporate sponsors but
DEx is desperately in need of more income to keep the charity going into 2021. Family
contributions only cover up to 20% of the full costs which are now around £220,000 each
year. We need to raise £50,000 to see us through to March 2021 and we cannot rely
solely on bids and corporate sponsors.
I am assuming we all want to keep DEx going forever. But fundraising is very difficult
during the pandemic. Many larger charities cannot raise their usual funding through
events, charity shops, big marathons, etc so the competition for grants is really fierce!
Also, many funders closed during the last 6 months or only funded front line charities.
If you can, please do something to help immediately such as:


Setting up a standing order as per Jen’s appeal above



Contribute to DEx via your online shopping – Amazon Smile, Easyfundraising, etc.
In the 3 months of April – June, we raised only £28.90 from Amazon Smile – I am
sure many of us are shopping on Amazon and I am certain we can do better than
this.



Get innovative and get your friends, family and colleagues on board to fundraise
for DEx. Some ideas include hosting a virtual pub quiz, individual sporting events,
sponsored walks, the possibilities are endless! If every family raised just a small
amount it would make a huge difference. Obviously, these should only be
conducted in line with the government advice around social distancing but this
makes fundraisers even more inventive!

Call or email me if you have a great idea! ann@downrightexcellent.com or 01992 715243.
Many thanks
Ann

August Photo Puzzler
Do you know who this is?
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The answer to July’s photo puzzle is:
Helen – our volunteer with Down syndrome who helps out on Fridays. In the photo she is
reading to Alice, now 4, who is mentioned by Jen above.
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